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	Organized by exam objectives, this is a focused, concise review guide that works hand-in-hand with any learning tool, including the CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide, 2nd Edition.


	The CompTIA A+ certification is the industry standard in terms of measuring a technician's hardware and software knowledge. As the most popular entry-level certification, it is particularly popular among individuals switching from another career to computers.


	This focused guide will help you focus on preparing to take the CompTIA A+ certification exam!

	
		A well-organized, ideal companion study tool to the Sybex CompTIA A+ guides
	
		Each chapter discusses the main topics that are featured in the two parts of the exam
	
		Discusses hardware, troubleshooting and maintenance, operating systems and software, networking, security, and operating procedures
	
		Author is a well-known certification columnist and bestselling author



	Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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The Syntax of Chinese (Cambridge Syntax Guides)Cambridge University Press, 2009

	The past quarter of a century has seen a surge in Chinese syntactic research that has produced a sizeable literature on the analysis of almost every construction in Mandarin Chinese. This guide to Chinese syntax analyses the majority of constructions in Chinese that have featured in theoretical linguistics in the past 25 years, using the...
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Computation and Reasoning: A Type Theory for Computer Science (International Series of Monographs on Computer Science)Oxford University Press, 1994
"The best logic of our time is to be found in computer science departments....Computer scientists (many of whom are former logicians) are developing the logic that really matters, the one that really meets the challenges of today's demands for automated reasoning. This book is a prime example of such triumph of useful logic." --The...
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Qt 5 and OpenCV 4 Computer Vision Projects: Get up to speed with cross-platform computer vision app development by building seven practical projectsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Create image processing, object detection and face recognition apps by leveraging the power of machine learning and deep learning with OpenCV 4 and Qt 5

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain practical insights into code for all projects covered in this book
	
			Understand modern computer vision...
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Autonomous Robots and Agents (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Robots and autonomous agents have permeated every aspect of human life. They are not only omnipresent on the shop floors; they have pervaded our homes and are around us everywhere. Design methodologies and implementation techniques of intelligent machines are making progress in leaps and bounds. Smart interaction, cooperation, and pro-activeness...
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Computer Vision Analysis of Image Motion by Variational Methods (Springer Topics in Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book presents a unified view of image motion analysis under the variational framework. Variational methods, rooted in physics and mechanics, but appearing in many other domains, such as statistics, control, and computer vision, address a problem from an optimization standpoint, i.e., they formulate it as the optimization of an objective...
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Matrix Algebra: Theory, Computations, and Applications in Statistics (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2007

	Matrix algebra is one of the most important areas of mathematics for data analysis and for statistical theory. This much-needed work presents the relevant aspects of the theory of matrix algebra for applications in statistics. It moves on to consider the various types of matrices encountered in statistics, such as projection matrices and...
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